What have we achieved
(and what we haven’t)

an instant overview
What have we achieved

• order out of chaos (but not too much)
What have we achieved: out of chaos

• Remember yesterday morning?
• (and read the deliverables)
What have we achieved: order

• Identifying realistic aspirations

• Mid term view
  using next meetings,
  aiming at next deliverables

• Understanding how resources can be used
  (human and organisational)
What have we achieved: order, but not too much

• Tolerance
  values of different resources
  valuing debate

• Hearing critical voices
  aka keeping us honest

• Preserving ambition
(and what we haven’t)

- Common language
  very partial!!

- Applications and their implications

- Sacrifice
  Ask not what HUMAINE can do for you,
  Ask what you can do for HUMAINE
Last but not least

• Community
  – ‘since we are computer scientists’
  – ‘I am just a social psychologist’
Why not
  – ‘I am an affect scientist’?

• But that’s just verbal
  – Watch the body language

• Thanks